ENVi Radiation‐Free Stereo Headset ‐ Cell Phone Radiation Protection
As cellular phone use increases throughout the world so do concerns about the harmful effects of
electromagnetic radiation ‐ EMF. The RF3 ENVi Radiation ‐Free Headset was developed with these issues in
mind…Now you can protect yourself and those you love from cell phone radiation!

How it Works: The innovative RF3 ENVi Radiation‐Free Stereo Headset device integrates (AircomTechnology)
the acoustic exchange principle (similar to a doctor's stethoscope) through an air tube cord which is actually wire
free and hollow, allowing the sound of the voice to still be transmitted to your ear, but not the radiation waves.
The hollow tube goes all the way from the microphone to the ear buds, allowing potentially harmful radiation to
dissipate before reaching your ear canal and brain—as opposed to conventional headset earpieces that can
conduct and emit EMF.
Conventional Headsets use wire to deliver sound to the earpiece and may also emit
electromagnetic radiation.

The Air Tube Headset delivers crystal clear sound through an air‐filled wireless tube, which
reduces the emission of radiation from reaching your head.

ENVi Radiation‐Free Stereo Headset products are made with natural/biodegradable and recycled materials to help
reduce the ecological footprint from environmental waste.
The ENVi Radiation Free‐Headset is sophisticated, durable, comfortable and most importantly EMF and RF SAFE!

Headset Features:









Custom Molded ‐ Lightweight Earbuds
S, M, L size eartips included for a custom fit
In‐line mic with on/off switch
Lightweight AirCom™ Technology Sound Delivery Tube
Tube Clip
Tangle‐free cord
Full stereo with 3.5mm plug (fits most MP3's and smartphones).
2.5mm adapter included

DOWNLOADS‐ENVI Manual (PDF)
Lab tests show RF3 headsets with Aircom technology have a SAR level of 0.
*Based on lowest SAR level tested and a measurement value of 1/100th or 0.01 w/kg.
The World Health Organization classifies cell phone radiation “as possibly carcinogenic o humans, based on an
increased risk for glioma, a malignant type of brain cancer”. Read the WHO Press Release
Don't put off providing you and your family with the best cell phone headset on the market that helps minimize
(EMR) electromagnetic radiation emissions. Do yourself a favor and help your family take advantage of this
incredible product today.

